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According to the U.S. Small Business Administration [SBA] (n.d.), there are significant differences in loan approval rates between several demographic groups: 14% for female-owned vs. 72% for male-owned businesses, 15% for rural vs. 85% for urban businesses, and a significant under representation in minority owned businesses—minorities make up 40% of the population but only 20% of employer businesses.

Modern society recognizes the need to redress historical inequalities. Being approved for a loan when needed can be the difference between financial success or financial failure for small businesses (Acharya, Hasan, & Saunders, 2006). As we live in a world of limited resources, it is impossible to lend money to every applicant, and those who are chosen are vetted to minimize the risk of defaulting on the loan repayment (Liu, Dean, Rolf, Simchowitz & Hardt, 2018). Financial institutions often use AI to initially screen applications. Unfortunately, the criteria the AI use are modeled only on prior successful loan applications. This means that it is unlikely that a financial institution will be willing/able to step outside of historical context when making loan decisions, which means that the population of successful loan applicants will remain as is, and the historically denied population will similarly remain unchanged.

Using the Reject Inference method (Ding & Wan, 2020) to teach AI to see unseen patterns can allow a more evenhanded distribution of loaned funds by allowing acceptance conditions to be more finely tuned to represent the population more fairly. Empirical experiments on the open public lending club dataset show us that a more holistically trained AI can allow us to break out of historically built prejudices in loan decisions. Encouraging organizations to apply Reject Inference methods can be a win-win situation for both loan lender and borrower by reducing Type I and Type II errors, helping us to take a first step out of our historical comfort zone.
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